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Landscape Graphics By Grant Reid
Making money doing lawn-care, landscape architecture, and garden work is a dream of many
people—and this guide contains all the necessary tools and strategies they need to successfully
launch and develop their own business doing so. This sixth edition also features advice on
marketing and selling one's services within “sustainable landscaping,” one of the hottest new
trends in the field. * Develop a profitable business plan * Build word-of-mouth referrals *
Handle employees, paperwork, and taxes * Work smart and safe * Adapt to new trends like
sustainable landscaping * Become your area's top landscaper
Landscape GraphicsWatson-Guptill Publications
“This permaculture primer is fresh and vibrant. Bring it on!” —Permaculture Magazine
Permaculture is more popular than ever, but it can still be a daunting concept. If you are new to
permaculture and interested in learning more, Practical Permaculture offers authoritative, indepth, and hands-on advice for a more holistic approach to sustainable living. Jessi Bloom and
Dave Boehnlein, two dynamic leaders in the permaculture community, explain the basics of
permaculture, share their design process, and explore various permaculture systems including
soil, water, waste, energy, shelter, food and plants, and animals and wildlife. They also profile
the fifty most useful plants for permaculture landscapes.
Al vele keren is Biljoen bezongen, maar nooit eerder is de geschiedenis van kasteel, bewoners
en landgoed zo aantrekkelijk beschreven als in dit boek. Bekendheid kreeg Biljoen vooral in
zijn achttiende-eeuwse bloeiperiode, toen de verfijnde stuczaal en de befaamde waterwerken
in het aangrenzende park Beekhuizen toeristische trekpleisters waren. Na de oorlog werden
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kasteel en landgoed steeds meer gesloten voor het publiek. Hieraan kwam pas een eind toen
Geldersch Landschap & Kasteelen Biljoen in 2009 verwierf.00Biljoen is een voor Nederland
uniek landgoed, met internationale allure. Dit boek werpt op basis van diepgravend nieuw
onderzoek een verrassend licht op de hoogtepunten, maar ook op de minder befaamde
episodes uit een geschiedenis die bijna duizend jaar teruggaat. Bekende auteurs als Luuc
Kooijmans, Ileen Montijn en Luc Panhuysen vertellen ?het verhaal van Biljoen? in een breed
cultuurhistorisch kader. Daarnaast maken de bijzondere vormgeving en vele afbeeldingen
deze uitgave tot een0eersteklas kijkboek. Een must voor alle liefhebbers van kastelen, tuinen
en landgoederen.
Landscape Graphics presents an easy-to-master, logical progression of all the basic graphics
techniques used in landscape design and landscape architecture. The only book devoted
exclusively to landscape graphics, its emphasis is on time-saving methods that encourage the
rapid development of skills.

„Wir verkaufen nicht den Garten, wir verkaufen das Bild eines Gartens." Dieser
Satz eines Landschaftsarchitekten macht deutlich, wie wichtig die Vermittung des
Entwurfs an die community, an Bauherren und die Öffentlichkeit ist.
Zeichnungen, Modelle, Simulationen und Filme kommunizieren die
vorgeschlagenen Ideen und Lösungen, aber auch die Haltung der kreativ
Entwerfenden zur Nutzung von Natur und Umwelt. Durch die Fülle von
Möglichkeiten der Computerprogramme und der weiter gebräuchlichen
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Handzeichnungen und Modelle, sowie durch die starke Konkurrenz innerhalb der
Disziplin, gibt es heute eine große Vielfalt und Unterschiedlichkeit der visuellen
Darstellungen – mit vereinbarten Regeln, aber auch sehr vielen Freiheiten. In drei
großen Teilen sichtet und prüft das Buch die aktuell gebräuchlichen und
verfügbaren Techniken auf ihre Aussage- und Überzeugungskraft bei der
Anwendung, immer auch anhand der Analyse von Beispielen aus internationalen
Büros. Nach einem einleitenden Blick auf die Entwicklung bis heute werden
zunächst systematisch die Darstellungsformen in der zweiten, dritten und vierten
Dimension – in der Fläche, im Raum und im zeitlichen Prozess – behandelt. Der
zweite Teil gilt der Abfolge der Darstellungsmodi im Workflow: von der ersten
Ideenskizze über die Entwurfs- und Ausführungsplanung bis hin zum fertigen
Objekt. Im dritten Teil wird der strategische Einsatz von Visualisierungen im
Kontext von Wettbewerben, Zukunftsszenarien, in der großräumigen
Landschaftsplanung usw. dargestellt. Im Mittelpunkt der Darstellung stehen dabei
nicht die bekannten Grundlagen der verwendeten Techniken, sondern die
Methoden und Formen der visuellen Darstellung in der aktuellen
Landschaftsarchitektur.
Readers of this book learn graphic rendering skills quickly with the proven how-to
approach that has made Lin the most successful teacher in the field. His method
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emphasizes speed, confidence, and relaxation, while incorporating many timesaving tricks of the trade.
From Concept to Form in Landscape Design Grant W. Reid, ASLA One of the
most difficult tasks for a designer is to translate concepts into specific and
detailed organizations of space. From Concept to Form in Landscape Design
provides vital, functional techniques that make the transformation easier and
more effective. This perceptive resource examines both traditional and nontraditional methods of landscape design, providing the conceptual and
philosophical foundations for ideas and their graphic expression. Reid utilizes
both geometric and naturalistic approaches as form determinants. From Concept
to Form in Landscape Design includes detailed photographs to assist in
visualizing various techniques precise case studies showing sequential
processes of form evolution inspiring images from nature for naturalistic form
development atypical design examples as impetuses for innovation From
Concept to Form in Landscape Design is presented in a highly visual manner,
rendering the process of landscape transformation more accessible. Designers
will find these images to be a viable toolbox of techniques with immediate and
precise applications. Reid’s approach is replete with compelling, valuable, and
accessible insights for both indoor and outdoor spaces, making this book ideal for
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landscape architects, architects, landscape designers, and students.
Announcing the new revised edition of the classic industry reference! Landscape
Graphics is the architect’s ultimate guide to all the basic graphics techniques
used in landscape design and landscape architecture. Progressing from the
basics into more sophisticated techniques, this guide offers clear instruction on
graphic language and the design process, the basics of drafting, lettering,
freehand drawing and conceptual diagramming, perspective drawing, section
elevations, and more. It also features carefully sequenced exercises, a complete
file of graphic symbols for sections and perspectives, and a handy appendix of
conversions and equivalents.
Self-employment has many benefits. See what types of jobs(see contents
screen) you can have and be your own boss. Includes description of the work,
salaries, and sources of further information.
The importance of freehand drawing for educating architects is often
underestimated. However, this craft is essential for any designer. The act of
drawing shows you how to see and observe. It helps develop spatial imagination.
A design idea can be quickly and easily clarified and displayed in only a few
strokes. The sketch in perspective is vital in design presentations whether at the
design academy or in meetings with contractors - every architect needs to master
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this craft. Basics Freehand Drawing explains step-by-step how to develop a
perspective drawing from the initial structure of the image to various drawing
techniques and use of color. It also shows in numerous color illustrations different
drawing techniques and examples of presenting perspective drawings of
buildings, interiors, and details.
A bestselling classic completely revised and updated The third edition of The
Essential Garden Design Workbook is fully updated with new color photograph
and illustrations, garden plans, and growing information for the top fifty plants no
designer should be without. You’ll also find updated information on designing
with computer-aided design (CAD), details on sustainability ad biodiversity, and
important advice on working with contractors.
This extensively revised and expanded edition broadens the reach and depth of
the permaculture approach for urban and suburban gardeners. The text's
message is that working with nature, not against it, results in more beautiful,
abundant, and forgiving gardens.
Combine traditional techniques with modern media for morecommunicative
renderings Digital Drawing for Landscape Architecture: ContemporaryTechniques
and Tools for Digital Representation in Site Design,Second Edition bridges the
gap between traditional analog andnew digital tools by applying timeless
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concepts of representationto enhance design work in digital media. The book
explores specifictechniques for creating landscape designs, including
digitallyrendered plans, perspectives, and diagrams, and the updated
secondedition offers expanded coverage of newer concepts and
techniques.Readers will gain insight into the roles of different drawings,with a
clear emphasis on presenting a solid understanding of howdiagram, plan,
section, elevation, and perspective work together topresent a comprehensive
design approach. Digital rendering is faster, more efficient, and more flexiblethan
traditional rendering techniques, but the design principlesand elements involved
are still grounded in hand-renderingtechniques. Digital Drawing for Landscape
Architectureexploits both modalities to help designers create more
beautiful,accurate, and communicative drawings in a professional
studioenvironment. This second edition contains revised information onplan
rendering techniques, camera matching workflow, and colorselection, along with
brand new features, like: Time-based imagery and tools Workflow integration
techniques Photoshop and Illustrator task automation Over 400 updated images,
plus over 50 new examples ofaward-winning work The book takes a tutorialbased approach to digital rendering,allowing readers to start practicing
immediately and get up tospeed quickly. Communication is a vital, but often
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overlookedcomponent of the design process, and designers rely upon
theirdrawings to translate concepts from idea to plan. DigitalDrawing for
Landscape Architecture provides the guidancelandscape designers need to
create their most communicativerenderings yet.
“We don’t sell gardens; we sell images of gardens.” This observation on the part
of a landscape architect makes it clear just how important it is that a design be
effectively communicated to the community, clients, and the public. Drawings,
models, simulations, and films communicate the designers’ proposed ideas and
solutions, but they also convey their attitude toward the use of nature and the
environment. With myriad possibilities – including computer programs as well as
hand drawings and models, which continue to be widely used – and strong
competition in the field, there is now a huge variety of visual representations, with
agreed-upon rules but also a great deal of freedom. In three large sections, this
books sifts through the currently commonplace and available techniques and
evaluates them in terms of their informative value and persuasive power, always
illustrating its points with analysis of examples from international firms. An
introductory look at the development thus far is followed by a systematic
presentation of modes of representation in two, three, and four dimensions – in
the plane, in space, and in the temporal process. The second section deals with
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the sequence within the workflow: from the initial sketch through concept and
implementation planning all the way to the finished product. The third section
deals with the strategic use of visualizations in the context of competitions, future
schemes, and large-scale landscape planning. The focus in this section is not on
the familiar use of the relevant techniques, but rather on the methods and forms
of visual representation in contemporary landscape architecture.
The Garden History Reference Encyclopedia is in pdf format with over 10,000
hyperlinks both internal and external, to sites of garden history interest. The text
is twice as long as the Bible and is fully searchable using the free Adobe Reader
found on most computers. For full details of the contents please see GHRE page
on Gardenvisit.com. The Enclycopedia was available as a CD from 2002 to 2012
and is now supplied as a pdf file. It received an American Society of Landscape
Architects ASLA Merit Award in 2003 and a UK Landscape Institute award in
2004. Contents of the Garden History Reference Encyclopedia eTEXTS: The
100+ eTexts in the Encyclopedia are listed below BIOGRAPHY: there is an
alphabetical index with links to biographies of famous designers, writers and
patrons who have guided the course of garden design history GLOSSARY: there
are explanations of garden history terms, with links to examples of their use in
the eTexts STYLES: there are diagrams of 24 key garden types and styles
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TIMELINE: a combination of the 24 style diagrams with links to key persons and
key examples General histories of garden design Garden History Guide. An
overview of garden history from 2000 BC to 2000 AD (by Tom Turner). It
introduces the subject and serves as a guide to the other resources in the
Encyclopedia (approx 2,500 pages, 1.5m words and 2,000 illustrations). Tom
Turner Garden Design in the British Isles: History and styles since 1650 (1986,
2000) The Encyclopedia edition has been revised, with additional illustrations and
hyperlinks to garden descriptions. Marie-Luise Gothein History of garden art
(English edition, 1928) Gothein's book, originally published in German
(Geschichte der Gartenkunst, 1914 ), provides by far the best and by far the most
comprehensive account of garden history from antiquity up to the start of the
twentieth century. eTexts relating to Ancient Egypt Egyptian Book of the Dead
(excerpts) Herodotus journeyed to Egypt and down the Nile in the 5th century BC
and included valuable information on sanctuaries, gardens, groves and statues.
A journey down the Nile in 1902, with romantic paintings of the people and the
landscape A visit to the Estate of Amun in 1909, with paintings capturing the
mood of the ancient monuments A journey down the Nile in 1914, with
photographs of the monuments before they were restored and details of how the
author's family hired a house boat and 'sailed away into a lotus land of sunshine
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and silent waters for five or six months' eTexts relating to Ancient West Asia The
Song of Solomon from Old Testament of The Bible (also known as the Song of
Songs). The greatest erotic love song in Western literature, making the
association of gardens and love. It has been a profound influence on western
thinking about gardens. 'The entire world, all of it, it not equal in worth to the day
on which the Song of Songs was given to Israel.' Excerpts from The Bible relating
to gardens. The Garden of Eden was thought to have been in West Asia.
Excerpts from The Koran relating to gardens. Because gardens were so often
used as a symbol of paradise, there are more references to gardens in The
Koran than in The Bible. eTexts relating to Ancient Greece Plato's discussion of
'imitation' (mimesis) is explained and discussed. Book X of The Republic (c370
BC) is in the Encyclopedia . Plato's Theory of Forms led to the aesthetic principle
that 'Art should Imitate Nature' which had a profound influence on western art in
general and garden design in particular. Homer, excerpts from the Iliad and
Odyssey relating to gardens Sir James Frazer's The Golden Bough (1890). The
chapter in the Encyclopedia describes 'The Ritual of Adonis'. It is written by the
founder of modern anthropology and helps to explain the Adonis Cult, which
provides evidence of plants being grown in Greek courtyard gardens, and of the
spirit in which sacred groves were made in Ancient Greece. eTexts relating to
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The Roman Empire Vitruvius Pollio on landscape architecture and garden design
(27 BC) from de Architectura. Vitruvius was a Roman and wrote the oldest
western book on design to have survived. It lays down the principle that places
should have 'commodity, firmness and delight'. Book 1, Chapters 1-7, are in the
Encyclopedia . Excerpts from Ovid's Metamorphosis (1-8 AD) and Art of Love (1
BC). Ovid's poetry provided a rich source of imagery for garden designers and for
the artists who made garden sculpture. Pliny the Younger's letters describing his
own gardens (c100 AD). These letters are the best surviving descriptions of
Roman gardens and of how their owners used them. Pliny owned many gardens
and 500 slaves. Cicero, excerpts from his letters relating to gardens Virgil's
Aenead, sections relating to gardens Life of St Martin The first outstanding
monastic leader in France was St Martin of Tours (c316-397). His account of how
he destroyed the sacred groves of the pagan religion does much to explain why
Europe has such scanty remains of this type of outdoor space. Ibn Battuta's
account of Constantinople c1300 eTexts relating to Medieval Gardens
Charlemagne's 'chapter' (capitulary) on gardens gave detailed instructions for the
plants to be used in the royal gardens and for the management of his lands. They
are key texts for the study of medieval gardens, c800 AD. A note on 'Irminsul.' ,
the sacred tree of the Saxons, destroyed by the Christians. Guillaume de Lorris'
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Romance of the Rose or Roman de la Rose (c1250). This is an allegorical poem,
inspired by Ovid, in which gardens and roses are associated with romantic love
('Full many a time I smote and struck the door and listened for someone to let me
in') Excerpts from Boccaccio's Decameron (1353), with classical descriptions of
medieval garden scenes. The tales are famed for their sexual intrigue and this
aspect is more prominent than garden scenery in the illustrations in the
Encyclopedia . Albertus Magnus advice on how to make a pleasure garden
(1206) Walafried Strabbo's poem Hortulus. This is the literary classic of medieval
garden literature, celebrating the delight of plants in monastic life and giving
detailed information on the culture and uses of plants. The Life of St Anthony,
relating to the origin of monastic gardening The Life of St Philbert, relating to the
origin of the European monastic cloister. He was Abbot of Jumièges in France
c750. A set of quotations from The Bible which make reference to gardens.(61
No) eTexts relating to Islamic Gardens A set of quotations from The Koran which
make reference to gardens (151 No) The Spanish Ambassador's visit to
Samarkand, in 1404, with his descriptions of Mughal gardens Babur's Memoir,
Babur admired the gardens he had seen and, after founding a Mughal Empire,
made gardens he made in India Persian gardens were in better condition in 1900
than in 2000, and better still in 1700. This gives a particular importance to past
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travellers descriptions of their use and form. There sections from the following
accounts of visits to Persian gardens in the Encyclopedia (and engravings, to
capture the flavour of Persian gardens as they were) Montesquieu's Persian
letters (1721) contained little information on Pesian gardens but did much to
awaken interest in seraglios and the 'romance of the East'. Washington Irving,
the 'father of American literature' published a famous account of the Alhambra in
1832. He was a friend of Sir Walter Scott and has the same interest in welding
history with imagination. This provides a glimpse of the Alhambra and Generalife
when they were, beyond question, the finest gardens in Europe. eTexts relating
to Renaissance Gardens Plotinus The Enneads Eighth Tractate: 'On the
Intellectual Beauty'. Plotinus (205-270AD) was 'rediscovered' during the
renaissance, in the Platonic Academy founded at Careggi, and came to have a
profound influence on renaissance design methods St Augustine's conversion
took place in a garden in Milan (described in his Confessions) and was often
chosen as a frontispiece to editions of his work. Augustine is regarded as the
greatest Christian thinker of antiquity, the transmitter of Plato and Aristotle to
medieval and renaissance Christianity. Leon Battista Alberti On Garden Design
(1485) from De re aedificatoria libri X (Ten Books on Architecture). Drawing from
Pliny and Vitruvius, the humanist scholar set forth the principles for the design of
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renaissance villas. They were taken up by Donato Bramante and guided the
course of garden design for two centuries. Vasari's biographical note on Leon
Battista Alberti describes his multi-faced genius. Leonardo da Vinci note on the
design of a water garden (from his Notebooks) with a reference to his
interpretation of Vitruvius Andrea Palladio's I Quattro Libri dell'Architecttura (The
Four Books of Architecture) (1570) is one of the most influential design works
ever published. The quotations in the Encyclopedia relate to the placing of
buildings and Neoplatonism. Michel Eyquem de Montaigne's diary accounts of
Italian Gardens (1580-1) let us view many still-famous Italian gardens through the
eyes of a French renaissance traveller and writer. Montaigne invented the 'essay
form'. William Shakespeare's mention of gardens (30 No.) tell much of the
gardens he knew. Despite his dates (1564-1616) these gardens are medieval,
with only the slightest renaissance accent. Francis Bacon's Essay 'On Gardens'
(1625). This famous essay, by a philosopher and scientist, in Sir Geoffrey
Jellicoe's words 'magisterially lays down the fundamental principles of gardening'.
It begins with the words 'God Almighty first planted a garden' and praises
wildness in gardens. John Evelyn's diary accounts of gardens in France and Italy
visited between 1644 and 1685. As with Montaigne's diary, they provide
contemporary descriptions of French and Italian parks and gardens. Andrew
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Marvell's The Garden (c1650) celebrates the delights in the symbolism of
seventeenth century enclosed gardens. Marvell's Upon Appleton House, to my
Lord Fairfax contains some garden description. The Garden by Abraham Cowley
'I never had any other desire so strong, and so like to covetousness, as ....that I
might be master at last of a small house and large garden Sir Thomas Browne's
essay on The Garden of Cyrus deals with the history of gardens, as viewed from
1658 (an extract is in the Encyclopedia ) eTexts relating to Enlightenment
Gardens René Descartes Descartes did not write either on aesthetics or on
garden design, but historians continue to speak of the 'Cartesian Garden', by
which they mean a geometrical garden. The Encyclopedia contains the text and a
comment on his Discourse on the method of rightly conducting the reason, and
seeking truth in the sciences.(1637) This short book laid the foundation for the
philosophy of the Enlightenment and for Neoclassical aesthetics. John James
Theory and Practice of Gardening was published in 1712, based on A J Dezallier
d'Arganville and Le Blond. It became the standard book on laying out a French
baroque garden and provides a fascinating insight into how this was done. James
also 'introduced the concept of the ha-ha and anticipated Pope's famous dictum
on the genius of the place'. The Encyclopedia has 3 chapters, 4 plates and a
discussion of James' book. Alexander Pope's and his Essay on Criticism (1711)
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Epistle to Lord Burlington (1731). The former summarises contemporary attitudes
to gardens and the latter summarises contemporary (rationalist-Neoclassical)
aesthetic theory: based on Reason, Nature and the Genius of the Place. John
Serle's plan of Alexander Pope's garden at the time of his death, and his
description of Pope's grotto (+ photographs of the grotto and its setting) Sir
Joshua Reynolds Discourses were delivered at the Royal Academy in London
between 1769 and 1790 embody 'The basic ideas of neoclassical theory in the
fine arts were set forth in definitive form, with clarity and grace'. The
Encyclopedia contains relevant quotations. eTexts relating to Romantic Gardens
William Temple's essay 'Upon the Gardens of Epicurus: or Of Gardening' (1685)
is extravagantly praised by Nicholas Pevsner. He claims this essay 'started a line
of thought and visual conceptions which were to dominate first England and then
the World for two centuries.' The full text is in the Encyclopedia . Jospeh
Addison's Essay 161 made the key association of natural scenery with liberty and
freedom. Essay 37 describes a perfect garden in which reason and nature go
hand in hand. Essay 414 sees the works of nature as more delightful than
artificial arrangements. Essay 417 supports Locke's theory of knowledge. Essay
477 describes Addison's own garden at Bilton. William Shenstone A description
of The Leasowes. This was one of the landscape gardens most admired in
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continental Europe, partly because it was the work of a poet and partly because it
combined use and beauty - a ferme orneé. The full text of his publisher's
description is in the Encyclopedia . William Shenstone 'Unconnected thoughts on
gardening'. The invention of the term 'landskip gardening' is attributed to
Shenstone. Edmund Burke An essay on the sublime and beautiful (1757). Taking
an empiricist approach, Burke attacks Vitruvian and rationalist aesthetics. He
also discusses garden design, praising Hogarth's 'line of beauty' (which Brown
followed) and comparing 'smooth streams in the landscape' with ' in fine women
smooth skins'. Quotations from Lancelot 'Capability' Brown, describing the
principles on which he worked. Horace Walpole's essay 'On Gardening' (1780).
The most brilliant and influential essay ever written on the development English
park and garden design. Thomas Jefferson's descriptions of English gardens
John Claudius Loudon's biography of Humphry Repton (1840). After Repton's
own writings, this is the primary source of information on Humphry Repton's life
and work. Jean-Jacques Rousseau one of the letters from La Nouvelle Héloise
deal's with Julie's garden. It is a romantic treatment of an ancient theme, making
the association between women, sex and gardens (see above references the
Song of Solomon, the Romance of the Rose and Boccaccio. Also the reference
below to Goethe). Uvedale Price On the Picturesque (1794) Excerpt from
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Chapter 1 and Chapter 4. Price was a widely respected authority on picturesque
taste in gardens. Humphry Repton 'A letter to Mr Price' (1795) Humphry Repton
Sketches and Hints (1795) This is Repton's first theoretical statement on his
chosen professional (Introduction and Chapter 1 on Encyclopedia ) Humphry
Repton Fragments on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening (1816)
The Fragment reproduced (No 27) comes from the Red Book for Ashridge - a
favourite project and the occasion for Repton's advocacy of what became the
Mixed Style of garden design. eTexts relating to Nineteenth Century Gardens
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe Elective Affinities (1809). Like Rousseau, Goethe
admired 'natural' gardens. He also drew gardens and designed gardens. The
section reproduced in the Encyclopedia deals with the design of a romantic
garden. Jane Loudon's life of her husband John Claudius Loudon (1843). Jane
was a novelist and her memoir is as touching as it is important as the key source
of information on her husband - who was the most influential garden writer of the
nineteenth century. Loudon's influence was particularly important in America.
Edward Kemp How to lay out a garden (1864 edn). Excerpts giving his views on
styles of garden design and describing two gardens which he designed. It
presents a somewhat depressing picture of the confusion which reigned in the
mid-nineteenth century garden aesthetics - and continues to reign in many of the
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world's municipal parks departments.. Sir Walter Scott, excerpt from Waverly and
from The Quarterly Review on gardens. Scott's remarks can be read in
conjunction with those of his friends, Gilbert Laing Meason and Washington
Irving. They introduced a romantic-historical dimension to garden design and
appreciation. Gustave Flaubert Bouvard and Pécuchet. Flaubert satirizes the
bourgeois taste in garden design displayed by the characters whose names form
the title of his last novel. Famous Parks and Gardens of the World - the book was
published anonymously and provides a good illustration of European gardening
opinion in 1880. The Preface and Chapter 10 are in the Encyclopedia . Ludwig II
of Bavaria: the romantic gardens of the 'Mad King' were rich in historical
associations. eTexts relating to the History of Landscape Architecture Guide to
the History of Landscape Architecture, by Tom Turner Gilbert Laing Meason. The
full text of Meason's On the Landscape Architecture of the Great Painters of Italy
(London 1828). Meason was the 'inventor' of the term Landscape Architecture,
which has since come to be used by a world-wide profession, represented by the
International Federation of Landscape Architects, by the American Society of
Landscape Architects, by the UK Landscape Institute and numerous other
national associations. Only 150 copies of his book were printed and its contents
are not well known. This is the first time the book has been re-published. It is
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accompanied with an analysis of the text by Tom Turner. A clear appreciation of
how landscape architecture began is regarded as central to comprehension of
the modern profession. Notes on the Top twenty theorists and designers in the
history of landscape architecture and on the question What is landscape
architecture? John Claudius Loudon's included comments on Meason in his
Gardener's Magazine (1828) and in his Encyclopedia of Architecture (1833).
These comments transmitted the term to Andew Jackson Downing and, later, to
Frederick Law Olmsted - setting the course of American landscape architecture.
Andrew Jackson Downing's Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape
Gardening. (Section 1, Section 2 and Section 9). Downing was 'the first American
writer on landscape architectural topics' (Norman T Newton in Design on the
Land) and an 'incalcuable' influence on American garden design and landscape
architecture (Oxford Companion to Gardens). Loudon's writings were his starting
point. Frederick Law Olmsted's description of his winning design for the Central
Park, New York, competition (1858). Olmsted 'the father of American landscape
architecture' entered the profession as a result of the Greensward Plan for
Central Park, done in partnership with the English architect Calvert Vaux.
Norman T Newton's account of the scope of landscape architecture, from Design
on the land. Geoffrey Jellicoe's account of the scope of landscape design, from
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the Landscape of Man Ian McHarg: notes and links on the twentieth century's
outstanding landscape planner. eTexts relating to Arts and Crafts Gardens
William Morris' essay on Hopes and fears for art in which he criticises carpet
bedding and makes the point that gardens should be works of art and of craft.
Thomas Huxley's discussion of Evolution and ethics (1859), in which he views his
own garden as a 'work of art' in contrast to the 'state of nature' which existed
before it was made. William Robinson The Wild Garden (1881 edn Chapters 1-5,
originally published by John Murray and reproduced with their permission).
Robinson is described by Jekyll (in the reference below) as 'our great champion
of hardy flowers'. He urged the use of hardy plants, instead of subtropical plants
and carpet bedding, in garden design. He had a sharp dispute with Blomfield
(below). John D Sedding Garden craft old and new (1891) introduced his book
with a chapter on The Theory of the Garden. There are 2 chapters in the
Encyclopedia . Reginald Blomfield's The Formal garden in England (1901 edn,
originally published by MacMillan and reproduced with their permission). A
contemporary review in The Times said 'Mr. Blomfield's historical sketch of the
art of gardening in England is full of interest and instruction, and his polemic
against the so-called landscape gardeners is vigorous, incisive, and to our mind
convincing.' The book is undoubtedly polemical, but commendably scholarly.
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Blomfield was the son of a bishop and had a hatred of modernism. Gertrude
Jekyll's account of garden design (from Wall water and woodland gardens, 1901,
originally published by Country Life and reproduced with their permission). Jekyll
was the most influential writer on planting design in the twentieth century. This
chapter is the clearest statement of her views on the history and theory of garden
design. eTexts relating to Design Methods Design methodology: an overview by
Tom Turner Surface water drainage and management (from Landscape Design
October 1985) arguing for 'privileging' water in the design procedure Wilderness
and plenty: construction and deconstruction (from Urban Design Quarterly
September 1992) arguing that the professional structure of the construction
industry would benefit from deconstruction. 'Feminine' landscape design: a tale of
two tragedies (from a Sheffield Spring School lecture, April 1993) arguing for the
'way of the hunter' to be balanced by the 'way of the nester' Postmodern
landscapes (from Landscape Design May 1993) arguing for landscape and
garden designers to take account of postmodern ideas and theories in their work
Pattern analysis (from Landscape Design October 1991) arguing for a design
method based on pattern analysis, instead of the modernist Survey-AnalysisDesign (SAD) method taught in most of the world's landscape and garden design
schools. Revolutions in the garden (from Tom Turner's City as landscape, Spons
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1996). After looking at the design revolutions which have taken place in the
1690s, 1790s, and 1890s this essay finds the seeds of a fourth design revolution
in the work of Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe, Charles Jencks, and Ian Hamilton Finlay. The
flowers of garden design theory (from Garden Design Journal Autumn 1999,
published as 'Timeless with delight') this article suggests a design method which
integrates knowledge drawn from various fields, including the fine arts,
philosophy, the natural and social sciences. PAKILDA: Pattern Assisted
Knowledge Intensive Landscape Design Approach (from Landscape Design May
2001). Developing the method outlined in the Garden Design Journal, this article
the recommends a design method for landscape design and planning. Design
history and theory (from a lecture delivered at the University of Uppsala in April
2002) this article relates the PAKILDA method to the set of design objectives
outlined by Vitruvius in the first century: utilitas (Commodity), firmitas (Firmness)
and venustas (Delight). eTexts relating to Twentieth Century Gardens There are
histories of American Garden Design in the Encyclopedia , written in 1834, 1928
and 2001. Geoffrey Jellicoe: a collection of information on his work, including an
essay by Tom Turner on: Geoffrey Jellicoe, the subconscious and landscape
design (1998) Garden Revolutions: an essay in which it is argued that
'structuralism can infuse gardens with post-Postmodern ideas and beliefs. It is a
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layered approach to garden making. '
A textbook for beginning students of landscape and for students of graphics
interested in landscape representation. Computer techniques are touched on
briefly. The first edition appeared in 1987. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
Aimed at prospective and new students, this book gives a comprehensive
introduction to the nature and practice of landscape architecture, the professional
skills required and the latest developments. After discussing the history of the
profession, the book explains the design process through principles such as
hierarchy, human scale, unity, harmony, asymmetry, colour, form and texture. It
looks at how design is represented through both drawing and modelling, and
through digital techniques such as CAD and the use of GIS (Geographic
Information Systems). This is followed by an examination of project management
and landscape management techniques. Finally, the book explores educational
and employment opportunities and the future of the profession in the context of
climate change and sustainability. Illustrated with international examples of
completed projects, Landscape Architecture provides an invaluable, one-stop
resource for anyone considering studying or a career in this field.
Permaculture is a movement that is coming into its own, and the concept of
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creating plant guilds in permaculture is at the forefront of every farmer's and
gardener's practice. One of the essential practices of permaculture is to develop
perennial agricultural systems that thrive over several decades without expensive
and harmful inputs: perennial plant guilds, food forests, agroforestry, and mixed
animal and woody species polycultures. The massive degradation of
conventional agriculture and the environmental havoc it creates has never been
as all pervasive in terms of scale, so it has become a global necessity to further
the understanding of a comprehensive design and planning system such as
permaculture that works with nature, not against it. The guild concept often used
is one of a “functional relationship” between plants–beneficial groupings of
plants that share functions in order to bring health and stability to a plant regime
and create an abundant yield for our utilization. In other words, it is the
integration of species that creates a balanced, healthy, and thriving ecosystem.
But it goes beyond integration. A guild is a metaphor for all walks of life, most
importantly a group of people working together to craft works of balance, beauty,
and utility. This book is the first, and most comprehensive, guide about plant
guilds ever written, and covers in detail both what guilds are and how to design
and construct them, complete with extensive color photography and design
illustrations. Included is information on: • What we can observe about natural
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plant guilds in the wild and the importance of observation; • Detailed research on
the structure of plant guilds, and a portrait of an oak tree (a guild unto itself); •
Animal interactions with plant guilds; • Steps to guild design, construction, and
dynamics: from assessment to design to implementation; • Fifteen detailed plant
guilds, five each from the three authors based on their unique perspectives; •
Guild project management: budgets, implementation, management, and
maintenance. Readers of any scale will benefit from this book, from permaculture
designers and professional growers, to backyard growers new to the concept of
permaculture. Books on permaculture cover this topic, but never in enough depth
to be replicable in a serious way. Finally, it's here!
De geschiedenis van huis Twickel in Twente en zijn bewoners, die vaak een
belangrijke rol gespeeld hebben op nationaal en regionaal niveau.
A single-source guide to harnessing the power of 3D visualization tools for
analysis and representation of landscapes Current technology allows designers
to model environmental phenomena and space in new and exciting ways that go
beyond the two-dimensional plane. The models, illustrations, and animations that
can be created usher in a new paradigm of landscape representation that can
become analytical tools as well as beautiful imagery. The text focuses on digital
modeling methods that can be used to express rich environments using digital
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tools to develop, composite, and animate scenes. This full-color book provides
coverage of 3D visualization tools for land planning and landscape architecture.
The methods and theories in Modeling the Environment present landscape
representation around a core set of ideas—scene, object, terrain,
environment/atmosphere, time/dynamics, and the composite—that centers
representation on human experience. Supported by www.lab.visual-logic.com, a
website offering tutorials and forums, the text shows you how to use Autodesk
3ds Max to create dynamic landscape environments while also referring to a
range of other tools including Google SketchUp, Autodesk Maya, and AutoCAD
Civil 3D. It also demonstrates how to integrate 3D visualization tools into existing
workflows, and offers critical coverage of intelligent drawings and
representations, giving you a glimpse at the future of the profession. This book:
Includes sections intended to build upon one another in order to understand the
environment as a composite representation of multiple systems interacting
Shows how to integrate 3D visualization tools into existing workflows, as opposed
to offering an entirely new workflow Emphasizes modeling, animation, and
simulation as both design analysis tools and presentation tools Modeling the
Environment is essential reading for professionals in landscape architecture,
urban planning and design, architecture, and related disciplines who are looking
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to be at the forefront of technology.
Most landscape architectural designs now include some form of digital
representation - but there is much more scope for creativity beyond the standard
Photoshop montages. In this new book on representing landscapes, Nadia
Amoroso brings together contributions from some of the leading landscape
departments in the world to explore the variety in digital illustration methods. In
each chapter, leading lecturers, professors and practitioners in the field of
landscape architecture explain a specific digital approach with the use of images
from their department to show how each technique can be used in inspirational
examples. Throughout the book over 200 colour images cover the spectrum of
digital representation to help discuss the various drawing types which are
invaluable when communicating ideas in the field of landscape architecture. With
worked examples in the chapters and downloadable images suitable for class
use, this is an essential book for visual communication and design studios.
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